
Oracle Primavera Analytics is a business intelligence tool 

that enables organizations to compile up-to-the-minute in-

formation on all aspects of their P6 projects and portfolios. 

This solution greatly improves on the capabilities of P6 re-

porting enabling true cross project graphical reporting. 

Alpha Corporation is able to provide a range of consult-

ing and training services for complete P6 Analytics software 

implementations allowing companies to define and imple-

ment and improve their current reporting processes; Allow-

ing faster and more accurate decisions to be made.

Alpha Corporation uses industry leading experience and 

expertise to analyse and evaluate current reporting capa-

bilities and areas for improvement before incorporating into 

a software toolset. This ensures businesses are able to use 

the data they collect effectively.

Alpha Corporation offers a robust variety of consulting ser-

vices ranging from best-practice consulting, assistance 

with process improvement, product implementation and 

integration with other applications’. We are also able to pro-

vide a range of training classes and on-going support for 

your organization.  

Our proven methodology helping companies benefit from 

their process, project, risk, cost and contract management 

technology investment is designed to:

◊ Evaluate, optimize and integrate existing technology to 
align with the clients’ current business needs; 

◊ Implement fit for purpose software as the backbone of 
the organization’s contract, portfolio and project man-
agement;

◊ Implement the P6 Analytics solution for complete report-
ing control;

◊ Assist clients in realising the value from their organization;

Alpha Corporation’s in-depth knowledge as an operational 

“hands on” consulting firm delivering full Analytics and Project 

Controls; coupled with our advanced expertise in the tech-

nical and functional aspects of supporting technologies has 

prompted many companies to instruct and retain our services 

in this specialized field. 
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Alpha Corporation - your partner for project success...

Project Analytics Benefits:

◊ Publish project, portfolio and program performance 
on your enterprise portal.

◊ Provide a single source of truth for project earned 
value. 

◊ Personalize your dashboards for all organizational 
roles from team members to project managers to 
executives.

◊ Analyze early-warning indicators for project and 
portfolio problem areas 

◊ Manage resource efficiencies across your entire 
enterprise 

◊ Easily download any report to any format to use in 
your project status or portfolio review meetings 


